Angels are messengers created and sent to us by God. They are like the laws of nature. They do not have
free will as we do. Each angel has a specific task, often related to its name.
The unique list of names of angels used in this share prayer was given to me several decades ago by a
friend in the Old City of Jerusalem. He told me these are the names of angels mentioned in biblical
literature. He was a scholar and a family man but subsequently fell from grace, becoming an addict and
a beggar.
The purpose and goal of this prayer is to end addiction, dishonesty, hunger, ignorance, illness, poverty
and war – and to elevate mankind with awareness, connection, happiness, justice, morality, peace and
tolerance.
By Joshua Persky
Let the Angels Loose (A Share Prayer)
A
Abir, demonstrate your might!
Abirim, provide food, clothing, shelter and fuel for the poor!
Achel, fix the world!
Achiel, support the downtrodden!
Achniel, teach my children tolerance!
Adadiah, reveal the eternal!
Adamoel, open the gates of paradise!
Adeliel, sing celestial songs!
Adiel, adorn my children with jewels!
Adoel, reveal the potential of the universe!
Adoniel, demonstrate I am the ruler of monarchs, presidents and prime ministers!
Adramelech, save my children from fire!
Adranel, demonstrate my majesty over all!
Adriel, show mankind my splendor!
Adrigon, renew my covenant with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, all the children of Israel and all humanity!
Agariel, lift them to new heights!
Agiel, help them distinguish between good and evil!
Agrat bat Machlat, guide their desires toward love and life!
Agudiel, bind them to the tree of life!
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Ahmaliel, convince them to work for me!
Ahmanuniel, spread righteousness!
Ahramiel, lead them through the waters on dry land!
Ahruk, do not let them desert me!
Akariah, comfort the barren!
Akariel, help the barren give birth!
Akniel, cure their illnesses!
Alaliah, help them go above and beyond!
Alomiel, restore the voices of the mute!
Alphanash ben Ashmod, forgive their countless transgressions!
Amaliel, give strength to the weak!
Amel, lead my nation to holiness!
Amenagnemon, encourage people to trust each other!
Amenay, give faith to the faithless!
Ameniel, strengthen their faith!
Amiel, bless my holy nation!
Amimiel, spread tolerance among the nations!
Amisiah, let my people go!
Amoel, make peace among the nations!
Ampiel, stop the madness!
Amriel, stop the violence!
Anachel, help them love each other!
Anatriel, open the gates of understanding!
Andiel, right all the wrongs!
Anel, end their affliction!
Angiel, let the angels loose!
Aniel, end mankind’s poverty!
Anikchiel, lead them to paradise!
Anpiel, let their spirits soar like eagles!
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Ansikiel, end their addictions!
Anyel, share my grace!
Aphanel, temper their anger!
Aphaphiel, show the wicked my wrath!
Aphatiel, help mankind distinguish between light and darkness!
Aphosel, let them fly high!
Arakiah, replenish the earth!
Arakiel, fill the earth with my glory!
Aramaros, reveal the magic in everything!
Aramen, rouse them with thunder!
Aramiel, make them repent!
Araphiel, unstiffen their stubbornness!
Araziel, help them find their soul mates!
Arbiel, mend their relationships!
Ariel, rebuild Jerusalem in all its glory!
Arioch, rebuild my holy temple!
Armoniel, lead them to my palace!
Aroel, awaken them from their slumber!
Aratakipha, stop the earthquakes!
Artikiel, open the gates of wisdom!
Aruk, sprout new life from the ground!
Asasiah, rehabilitate and release the prisoners!
Ashinia ben Kesse, lead them to my throne!
Ashishel, light the fires of knowledge!
Ashmada, teach them humility!
Ashriel, purify their souls!
Asiel, inspire them to be creative!
Asphamiel, gather their souls!
Asphatz, reward the righteous!
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Astiel, end the droughts!
Astroel, make the stars twinkle and blaze at night!
Atatiah, care for the neglected!
Atatiyah, wrap them in my presence!
Atiel, appoint a place and time for everything under heaven!
Atikophtus, let them taste eternity!
Aturiel, help them recognize my majesty!
Atzel, energize the lazy!
Aveeyan, stop the hatred!
Aviel, restore the hearts of the parents to their children and the hearts of the children to their parents!
Avigail, bring joy to the world!
Avisel, end their depression!
Avrachiel, bless them with happiness!
Avriel, open the doors of perception!
Avtzanagish, stop the floods!
Aymelech, let them know that I am, was and always will be king!
Aynel, open their eyes!
Ayveen, end the hostility!
Ayzeh, show them how to be merciful!
Azah, grant forgiveness!
Azanel, supply them with food!
Azazel, atone for them!
Azel, renew their strength!
Azriel, help them!
B
Babiah, wipe away their tears!
Babliel, enlighten the confused!
Bachaliel, give rest to the weary!
Bacharel, let those who choose righteousness be chosen!
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Bachiel, breathe into them the breath of life!
Badel, clothe the naked!
Badodel, end their loneliness!
Bahiel, encourage them to be honest!
Baktamiel, teach them to be open-minded!
Barachiel, grant them my blessings!
Barakel, reinforce the creation!
Barakon, illuminate the heavens!
Barchiel, give them the thrill of victory!
Bariel, nourish the children!
Barziel, bring them out of the iron furnace!
Basasel, lift them out of despair!
Batmiel, support the widows and orphans!
Batzran, strengthen their good inclination!
Belayel, devour the wicked!
Beliel, confirm the ultimate value of life!
Benachiel, restore their innocence!
Bethel, open my house to all mankind!
Betuiel, support the fallen!
Bigagel, straighten the crooked!
Bimratiel, urge them to be good!
Bira, liberate the slaves!
Bohel, open the gates of the garden!
Bohenaphel, rinse their hands and feet!
C
Chabuel, reveal where I am hidden!
Chacham, grant them wisdom!
Chachmiel, help them comprehend my wisdom!
Chagiel, make every day a holy day!
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Chamah, let the sun shine in!
Chanuniah, teach them grace and compassion!
Charadaniel, make them fear my judgement!
Chaschasihu, guard them from evil!
Chasdiel, smother them with kindness!
Chasmal, be gentle with them!
Chasmiah, shield them from ignorance!
Chasriah, ensure they lack nothing!
Chataphiel, catch them before they fall!
Chatzpatziel, inspire them to play their musical instruments!
Chaviel, help them repay their debts!
Chazel, lead them with a cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night!
Chaziziel, thrill them with bolts of lightning!
Chemdatel, teach them what is desirable!
Cheniel, help them find favor in my eyes!
Chenuel, show them my graciousness!
Chephtziel, express my delight!
Chezkiel, demonstrate my strength!
Chomniel, warm their homes!
Choriel, enable them to be noble!
Choseniel, bestow wealth on them!
Chuliel, make them as countless as grains of sand!
Churaniel, lift them out of their pits!
Chushiel, bring them quickly to their senses!
D
Dachadiel, protect the oppressed!
Daganiel, increase the yields of grain!
Dahariel, terrorize the deceitful with the thunder of galloping horses!
Dalegalia, make my children skip with delight!
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Daliel, provide for the poor and disabled!
Danadel, explain the laws!
Daniel, appoint righteous judges!
Daraziel, make Israel a light unto the nations!
Dariel, reward generation after generation of the righteous!
Dayagel, let them know my eyes are always open!
Derechiel, show them the way!
Derechtiel, lead them one step at a time!
Dirachiel, shelter the homeless!
Diraniel, give them reason to celebrate!
Domiel, let them tremble in silence before me!
Dovdoviah, protect them from the paw of the bear!
Dovenia, protect them as a bear protects its cubs!
Doviel, let the cow and the bear graze together!
Duranel, invite them to dwell with me!
E
Ederiel, be a shepherd for my flock!
Ederoel, nourish my flock!
Eliasaph, count all their merits!
Eliel, let them know I am what I am!
Emekmekihu, guide them through the valleys!
Erevratihu, fulfill their evening prayers!
Eriel, alert them!
Eshtonel, steer their lust toward productive endeavors!
Estes, stop their crimes!
Eved, end their slavery!
Evediel, create satisfying occupations!
G
Gabriel, demonstrate my power!
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Gadagiel, bless them with sufficient income!
Gadel, grant them good fortune!
Gadidiel, send my troops to fight evil!
Gadiel, generate wealth!
Gadriel, bless them with peace!
Galiel, temper the oceans!
Galirazia, reveal my mysteries!
Galuel, help them construct ladders to heaven!
Gamliel, reward their good deeds!
Ganashrish, lead them to the tree of life!
Gaphiel, explain I am the only one!
Garaiel, teach them restraint!
Gatriel, distribute wine for blessings and celebrations!
Gazriel, help them understand my unity!
Gehadhael, grant them good luck!
Geneziel, reveal the hidden treasures!
Geviriah, prove I am master of the universe!
Geviriron, teach them that all power and energy comes from me!
Gezael, raise their spirits!
Gilel, give them reason to rejoice!
Ginatiel, make their gardens bloom!
Goviel, guard their fields from pestilence!
Guratztael, protect them from wild beasts!
Guriel, help them abide with me!
Guyatiah, guide them out of the valley of death!
H
Hachbiel, create something from nothing!
Hadraniel, give honor and respect to the aged!
Hadriel, proclaim my glorious will!
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Hagadhadel, tell my story from generation to generation!
Hamamiel, calm the turbulent seas!
Hamradiel, stir rebellion against false gods!
Hanagel, explain I am not confined by space or time!
Hanederit, convince them to only make promises they can keep!
Hanuel, make my presence known!
Hariel, select a mountain where I will be seen!
Havhachiah, elucidate the meaning of miracles!
Havihu, give them priceless gifts!
Hayat, teach them I was, I am and I will always be!
Helagiel, help them prepare oil for lighting the sacred lamps!
Helasiel, help them prepare the sacred incense!
Hinel, insist they measure with precision and honesty!
Hirayshitel, prove I am the first cause!
Hisophiel, teach them the end of everything is in its beginning!
Hodiriron, sing of my power and glory!
Hodriel, reveal my majestic garments!
Hova, help them avert disaster!
Huraniel, lift their eyes to the mountains!
Huriel, make the mountains dance!
I
Ishtiel, fix their marriages!
Ithiel, reveal that all is a miracle!
Itmon, inscribe them in the book of life!
K
Kachatiel, give them food for thought!
Kadaniel, teach them morality!
Kael, form them in my image!
Kagaviel, guard their backs!
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Kalkaliel, expand the global economy!
Kalkalmiah, end their corruption!
Kamaniel, dispense manna from heaven!
Kamiel, help them stand on their own two feet!
Kamtiel, stand by me!
Kamusiah, reveal how I am hidden in the world!
Kaniel, teach them how to share!
Kaphatziel, make them jump for joy!
Kaphatzphuni, accentuate the positive!
Kaphkephuni, make them healthy!
Karabiel, inspire their leaders!
Karel, help them call out to me!
Kariel, do not let them oppose me!
Karmiel, produce great wines!
Karasaphiel, do not let them bow to idols!
Karuziel, proclaim my glorious name!
Kasdayah ben Tabaat, convince them to choose life!
Kashiel, end their troubles!
Kaskamiel, expose their lies!
Kaspiel, tell the truth!
Kataniach, encourage them to forgive each other!
Kataniel, display the world in a grain of sand!
Katutiel, destroy their conspiracies!
Kavinel, educate them!
Kedemiel, give them gifts from the east!
Kedumiel, teach them ancient wisdom!
Kemuel, teach them serenity!
Kenusiel, assemble the righteous!
Kereniel, shine my light upon them!
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Kerenuel, make their faces shine!
Kereshiel, build them a tabernacle!
Keruviel, spread my shechinah throughout the world!
Keteraniel, crown them with knowledge, wisdom and understanding!
Keteriviel, reveal my glorious crown!
Kibariel, bless them with abundance!
Kimachiel, end the destruction!
Kinetzel, destroy the destroyers!
Kinuniah, end their intrigues!
Kiram, tear down the walls!
Kiramiel, get under their skin!
Kirbatiah, let my children approach me!
Kochaviel, make the righteous as numerous as the stars!
Kodeshiel, make them holy for I am holy!
Kursan, lead them out of the iron furnace!
L
Laadiel, teach them I am eternal!
Lahachiel, show them who is most high!
Lahagiel, direct their devotions in the proper direction!
Lahariel, lead them to my holy mountain!
Lahatiel, guard them with your flaming sword!
Langiel, inspire them to write poetry and song!
Lasani, reveal the connection between heaven and earth!
Latamoel, engulf the world in mercy!
Latosh, hammer their swords into plowshares!
Lemuel, help them stay sober!
Lilith, alleviate the pains of birth!
Lilita, sing lullabies to the infants!
Liphiel, help them exercise their free will!
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Litiel, let them comprehend the infinite!
Luniel, speak to them in their dreams!
M
Machaniah, bless their homes!
Machaniel, let them feel my presence in their dwellings!
Machanuel, bring peace to their habitations!
Madiel, reconcile science and faith!
Madgasiel, do not let them make images of me resembling anything in the heavens, on the earth or in
the seas!
Maheriel, bring redemption immediately!
Malchia, give them good counsel!
Malchiel, let them recognize I am the king of kings!
Maliel, circumcise their flesh!
Malmeliah, unscramble their words!
Maltiel, open the doors for my prophets!
Maluch, welcome them into my kingdom!
Mammon, convince them not to be jealous of their neighbors!
Mammoniel, help them appreciate what is truly valuable!
Mamreron, punish the rebellious!
Maniel, encourage them to respect and honor my name!
Manuel, assure them I will provide sustenance!
Maralon, neutralize their poisons!
Maraksas, destroy their weapons!
Marmarait, rid them of bitterness!
Marmor, persuade them not to lie!
Maroniah, spread optimism!
Masiel, remind them to keep a day of rest!
Matananel, give them precious gifts!
Mataniel, help them understand all is a gift!
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Mataroel, cause the rains to fall in their proper season!
Matzutiel, tell them not to argue with me!
Mayimel, quench their thirst!
Mehamniel, sing angelic songs!
Mehetva, treat them well!
Meodiel, prove everything I created is good!
Merediel, do not let them rebel against me!
Meshichiel, anoint a messiah!
Meshisuvir, convince them to honor their parents!
Metatron, explain there are no other gods!
Metriel, purify the impure!
Miaroniel, reveal the ark of the covenant!
Michael, answer their prayers!
Michmiel, destroy their idols!
Miel, prevent them from praising false gods!
Migarichon, stimulate their curiosity!
Migrash, fill the fields with flowers!
Miguel, cure their infections!
Mimaliel, make them my partners in perfecting creation!
Mishuchiel, draw out the best in them!
Mishulachiel, drive away their doubts!
Misrael, grant liberty and justice for all!
Mitagdiel, inspire them to contemplate the creation!
Mitrad, do not let them drift away!
Mitul, attract them to a beautiful place!
Mitzpad, end the terror!
Mivon, lead them out of Egypt!
Modiel, encourage them to be grateful!
Morel, fill them with awe!
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N
Nachamiel, comfort them!
Nachashel, encourage them to behave!
Nachliel, guide them to refreshing streams!
Nadagiel, sing blessed be the glory of god from his place!
Nagariel, reconstruct the holy tabernacle!
Nahuriel, shine your brightness inside and out!
Nakel, show them what is pure and holy!
Nakiel, protect the innocent!
Nakriel, chase the idolaters into the wilderness!
Nakutel, help them grasp my being!
Namachron, guide them on pleasant paths!
Namel, cause them to have pleasant dreams!
Nameriel, make the leopards lie down peacefully with the goats!
Nanael, explain all is vanity!
Nanuel, create something new under the sun!
Nashuharon, save them from themselves!
Nataliel, raise them from their pits!
Natanel, give them cause for celebration!
Nehenel, help them enjoy life!
Nemuel, assure adequate rest!
Neriah, shine my light in the darkest places!
Neriel, distribute holiday candles!
Nezeriel, crown a high priest!
Niel, make them happy!
Nimaniel, count each and every one of them!
Nimtziel, help them find a good place!
Nodediel, lead them to my garden!
Nodiel, do not let them wander!
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Nurel, pass along my fire!
Nuriel, instruct them to light their lamps with pure olive oil!
Nurtiel, keep their lamps trimmed and burning!
O
Ochel, let the sun shine through the haze!
Ochiel, comfort them with your warmth!
Omradiel, encourage them to rebel against tyranny!
Omriel, produce a great harvest!
Ophaniel, guide the moon in its proper course!
Orariel, rouse their souls!
Orniel, let there be light!
Ospiel, speak to them with compassion!
Otiel, create signs and wonders!
Ozah, may the force be with them!
P
Padel, redeem them with an outstretched arm!
Paltiel, deliver them from evil!
Panel, let them see me face to face!
Panimuah, show them the inner court!
Parashiah, write a new chapter!
Parashtiel, help them interpret the law!
Paruch, end their oppression!
Pasaniel, design coats of many colors!
Pashisiah, let them relax!
Pasista, reveal the invisible!
Patut, leave a trail of crumbs!
Patzniel, open their lips with prayer!
Patzpetziah, shatter their delusions!
Pelipel, teach them how to learn!
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Peniel, let them see my face and live!
Peninel, adorn them with pearls!
Petachiel, open their hearts and minds!
Petiel, don’t let them be naïve!
Petinel, provide abundant bread!
Pilpelsiah, let them learn from argument, debate and discussion!
Pisal, carve my laws in stone!
Popopadia, redeem them from slavery!
Pruel, encourage them to be fruitful and multiply!
Prutiel, advise them not to sweat the small things!
Purkas, grant salvation!
Pursan, reveal the future!
R
Raashiel, cause the earth to swallow the wicked!
Rabaniel, teach my children well!
Rabatihu, demonstrate my greatness!
Rachel, weep for them!
Rachiel, show them your tenderness!
Rachimel, show them my love!
Rachumiel, show them my compassion!
Radophiel, end the hunting!
Ragaziel, don’t be angry with them!
Ragiel, instruct my angels to do as I command!
Rahasiel, give my children confidence!
Rahatiel, provide fresh water!
Rahonel, distribute wealth!
Ramel, give them lofty goals!
Ramiel, bring them to the summit!
Ramimiel, give them a boost!
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Ranel, make them sing!
Raniel, surround them with music!
Raphadiel, make them comfortable!
Raphael, heal the sick!
Rasasiah, sprinkle them with refreshing rain!
Rasasiel, moisten their parched lips!
Rauvel, end the starvation!
Ravayel, help them find suitable mates!
Razamiel, teach them nothing is secret from me!
Rechemiel, open their wombs!
Redetel, don’t let them descend!
Riel, help them breathe!
Riumiel, bring them back to life!
Rokiel, fill their mouths with prayer!
Ruach Paskonit, do not judge them harshly!
Ruchanel, renew their spirits!
S
Sabachiel, untangle them!
Sabanuel, clean them up!
Sabiel, warn them not to drink too much!
Sacanuel, keep them away from danger!
Sachariel, help their businesses succeed!
Sagamgigraph, inspire them to be holy!
Sagarita, break their shackles!
Sagsagel, teach them logic and wisdom!
Saiphiel, keep me in their thoughts!
Sakportiah, lift the fog from their hearts and minds!
Saktas, urge them to give charity!
Samael, provide the antidote to your poison!
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Samamel, rehabilitate the addicts!
Sampasasel, help them speak the same language!
Sangadiel, help them be patient!
Saniel, reveal the connection between the finite and infinite!
Sansiniah, help the trees grow strong and fruitful!
Saphaphiel, bring my children to the gates of my palace!
Saphekas, shatter their doubts!
Saphsirta, fill their cups!
Saraphel, blow your trumpet!
Saregiel, knit them warm blankets!
Sarel, indicate who is chief!
Sariel, proclaim Israel is my minister!
Saritah, spread the law from Zion!
Sarmiel, turn them toward me!
Saruel, free them from resentment!
Saspiel, bring them back from the brink!
Sasniel, display brilliant rainbows!
Sataphiel, do not let them stray right or left!
Sateruel, give them hard love!
Satiel, do not let them deviate from my laws!
Satotumiah, help them keep my commandments!
Satrosiah, encourage them to turn the other cheek!
Seneralphon, punish the terrorists with blindness!
Sepheriel, inspire them to write good books!
Sephuriron, help them decode the laws of nature!
Seraphiel, demonstrate my awesome energy!
Serenuel, choose captains for my armies!
Seteriel, let them know they cannot hide from me!
Shacheniel, sing love your neighbor as yourself!
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Shalachiel, send out my messengers!
Shalemiel, make each person whole!
Shalishiel, command my armies to destroy my enemies!
Shamariel, guard my children!
Shamasiel, guide the stars in their proper course!
Shamashiel, encourage them to serve me!
Shamel, teach them my holy name!
Shaniel, dress them in scarlet silk!
Shaphatiah, judge them mercifully!
Shasiel, plunder the plunderers!
Shastiel, cure their schizophrenia!
Shataphiel, make them my partners in creation!
Shavaviel, stop their pains!
Shayitiel, reveal the burning bush that is never consumed!
Shebenel, drive away the wild beasts!
Shebeniel, destroy the murderers!
Shebukutiel, do not abandon my children!
Shemaael, sing hear Israel, the lord our god, the lord is one!
Shemaaiel, sing blessed be his glorious name, his majesty is for ever and ever!
Shemenel, anoint them with oil!
Shepheriel, make them magnificent!
Shoreshiah, reveal their deep roots!
Shoriel, encourage them to be constructive!
Shosoriel, end their animosity!
Shuberiel, shatter their evil inclination!
Siganiel, lead my armies to victory!
Simgadel, instruct them not to panic!
Simuel, do not let them place stumbling blocks before the blind!
Sophtonon, remind them the end of everything is the same!
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Suchiel, anoint righteous priests!
Sumiel, remove their impurities!
Suriel, heal their wounds!
Susniah, prepare your horses for a glorious angel parade!
T
Tachamiel, sew them new clothes!
Tachaniel, provide sustenance for the starving!
Tachariel, cure their cancers!
Tachsasiah, dispel their feelings of guilt!
Tachsiel, kill the angel of death!
Tadregoliel, create good vibrations!
Tadrenel, get everyone in tune!
Talmanoph, fly them over the mountains!
Tamabuel, sail them over the seas!
Tamamil, simplify their lives!
Tamiel, free the innocent!
Tamtamuh, help them accept their flaws!
Taninamam, slay the dragons!
Taninor, pierce their thick skins!
Taphtaniah, let the children play!
Taphtaphiah, protect my children from evil!
Taraphaniel, tear apart their false gods!
Tarchiel, increase their wealth!
Tardiel, banish their misery!
Tarel, let pure water spring from the rocks!
Targiel, help them practice my commandments!
Tariel, give them a fresh perspective!
Tarkiel, produce a virus that kills hatred!
Tarmiel, contribute to their progress!
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Tarniel, banish the evil-doers!
Tarogoliel, give them a tour of my kingdom!
Tartiel, restore hearing to the deaf!
Tasdichem, reveal their secrets!
Tashnun restore balance to the world!
Tasuriah, temper their pride!
Tatadereliel, help them communicate!
Tatrusiah, give courage to the fearful!
Tavaat, rescue the drowning!
Tavtaviel, shower them with goodness!
Tederiel, set them on the same frequency!
Teniel, give them my approval!
Tenimiel, grant them a second chance!
Terachiel, bear their burdens!
Teriel, unite the twelve tribes!
Tetophia, demonstrate they are like clay in a potter’s hand!
Tiratel, guide them to the promised land!
Tishbash, help them find love!
Tishgash, encourage them to study my teachings!
Tuel, sweep away their sorrows!
Tukiel, correct all that is wrong!
Tumiel, make them perfect!
Turel, organize their thoughts!
Turiel, explain my commandments!
Tuviel, make it all good!
Tzabatziah, help them honor the Sabbath day and keep it holy!
Tzahamiel, end hunger!
Tzamatinel, lift the veils!
Tzaphahel, appoint watchmen over Jerusalem!
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Tzaphiel, watch my children!
Tzaphniel, reveal the hidden angels!
Tzariel, produce inspirational fragrances!
Tzarmiel, compose inspirational music!
Tzavel, assure them my commandments are good!
Tzedekiel, bring justice to the world!
Tzichtzechiah, polish their manners!
Tzilzelel, entertain them with cymbals!
Tziltzeliah, inspire them to praise me with cymbals!
Tziltzelim, ring your bells!
Tziphtzephiah, end their scorn for each other!
Tziphtzephiel, do not scorn them!
Tzuriah, assure them I am their fortress!
Tzuriel, assure them I am their everlasting rock!
Tzurtek, grant them refuge!
U
Umatiel, bring them near to me!
Uziel, show them there is nothing to fear but fear itself!
V
Vaadiel, let the earth and sky be my witnesses!
Vabiah, encourage people to be mindful!
Vadregazia, build a stairway to heaven!
Vahophanahu, reveal the laws of nature!
Vareyach, emit a pleasing aroma!
Variel, deliver my children from the lions’ den!
Vayiruel, restore sight to the blind!
Y
Yachamel, give warmth to the chilled!
Yacharel, do not let them wait any longer!
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Yachasiah, make them recognize they are all related!
Yadidiel, find companionship for the lonely!
Yadodaron, shower them with love!
Yahamliah, circumcise their hearts!
Yakamiel, sustain every living thing!
Yanel, overcome their sadness!
Yarachtiel, help the lame walk!
Yarashel, let my children inherit the earth!
Yashishiah, strengthen the aged!
Yechaniel, make their recovery enduring!
Yechiel, explain how I am the living god!
Yedaael, let them know my name!
Yediah, redeem them with a strong hand!
Yehoayel, sing until they are inspired!
Yehoel, demonstrate how I rule over the laws of nature!
Yehovah Vehaya, sing holy, holy, holy is the lord of hosts; the earth is full of his glory!
Yehudiah, bless the souls of the righteous!
Yeliel, arrange happy marriages!
Yephiphiah, reveal the beauty in everything!
Yerashiel, make the dishonest tremble with fear!
Yesayel, prepare them for redemption!
Yeshayah, save their souls!
Yetrael, grant all they need in abundance!
Yirimel, raise their morale!
Yiruel, build strong foundations!
Yisrael, appoint righteous ministers!
Yoel, name the nameless!
Yophiel, spread beauty throughout the world!
Z
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Zachiel, cause the righteous to flourish!
Zachariah, let them perceive my presence!
Zachariel, remind them of my contract!
Zachurtiel, show them how to properly celebrate the holidays!
Zaganavanel, teach my laws in every language!
Zagdiel, rehabilitate the alcoholics!
Zakuniel, encourage the elders to share their wisdom!
Zalevashel, mend their broken hearts!
Zamiel, protect them from my anger!
Zansiel, nourish the hungry!
Zaphiel, let my wrath push them toward repentance!
Zavdiel, arrange a generous dowry for my bride!
Zerachiel, proclaim there is one law for all!
Zevtiyahu, encourage them to do unto others as they would have others do unto them!
Zisiel, sweeten their lives!
Zoharariel, fill the universe with divine light!
Zuriel, teach them to welcome strangers!
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